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About This Game

Are you really ready for the zombie apocalypse?

Zombie Training Simulator is the dominant authority and world's most advanced zombie preparation tool. We tra 5d3b920ae0
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Really Fun! Thought It Would Be That Bad Game Which Came With VR But It's Actually Really Good Fun!. zommie dies.
Amazing game and totally worth it if you like shooting gallery type games. This one is a lot of fun for the whole family! Even
with the most recent updates and new releases of shooters for the Vive, I still find myself coming back ZTS because it's just a
lot of fun, and trying to work your way up the leaderboards is exciting.. If you have a vive you really need to own this game.
there is a surprising variety of things to do given the wave based shooter aspect of it. The art style is absolutely wonderful and is
carried through all the assets in the game. the controls are responsive and the gunplay is very satisfying. With the recent addition
of night mode, there's even more variety for every stage. This is a must buy for any vive owner, it belongs up at the top with
audioshield and holoball, without a doubt.. Nazi zombies trained me well for this.. I was going to ignore this game because it
seemed like just another "shoot zombies" game, but after always hearing positive feedback for it, I gave it a try. Well, it still is a
"shoot zombies" game, but this is really fun. The feeling is similar to Point Blank with a lightgun (if anyone remembers that
from Playstation days). All zombies are made of cardboard, you can shoot them to bits but only headshots kill them. To make
things interesting you have some objects to throw and shoot, like meat to gather them at one place and then throw a grenade. Or
throw a gas canister and shoot it mid-air above their heads. The only kind of progression is unlocking weapons, going from
pistols through shotgun to fully automatic rifles (and btw, it's totally weird to hold a rifle with one hand in VR), but it will keep
you entertained for quite a while.
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